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اﻟﺨﻼﺻﺔ
ھﻨﺎﻟﻚ ﻋﺪة ﻣﺴﺎﺋﻞ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺠﺪوﻟﺔ ﺗﻤﺘﻠﻚ اﻟﺼﯿﻐﺔ اﻟﺘﻮاﻓﻘﯿﺔ وھﺬه اﻟﻤﺴﺎﺋﻞ ﯾﻜﻮن ﻣﻦ اﻟﺼﻌﺐ ﺟﺪا ً اﯾﺠﺎد اﻟﺤﻞ اﻻﻣﺜ ﻞ ﻟﮭ ﺎ ﺧ ﻼل
 وﺣﯿﻨﻤﺎ ﯾﻜﻮن اﻟﺤ ﻞ اﻟﻘﺮﯾ ﺐ ﻣ ﻦ اﻻﻣﺜ ﻞ ﻣﻘﺒ ﻮﻻ ً ﻓﺄﻧ ﮫ ﻣ ﻦ اﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳ ﺐ اﺳ ﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﻄ ﺮق اﻟﺘﻘﺮﯾﺒﯿ ﺔ ﻻﯾﺠ ﺎد ذﻟ ﻚ.اوﻗﺎت ﺣﺴﺎﺑﯿﺔ ﻣﻌﻘﻮﻟﺔ
 ﻟﻘﺪ ﺗﻨﺎوﻟﻨﺎ ﻣﺴﺄﻟﺔ ﺟﺪوﻟﺔ اﻟﻨﺘﺎﺟﺎت ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺎﻛﻨﺔ واﺣﺪة ﻟﺘﺼﻐﯿﺮ داﻟﺔ اﻟﮭﺪف اﻟﻤﺮﻛﺒﺔ وھﻲ ﻣﺠﻤﻮع اوﻗﺎت اﻻﺗﻤﺎم واﻛﺒ ﺮ ﺗ ﺄﺧﯿﺮ.اﻟﺤﻞ
 ﻣ ﻦ اﻟﻌﻮاﺋ ﻞ وھﻨ ﺎكF  ﻟﻘ ﺪ ﻗﺴ ﻤﺖ اﻟﻨﺘﺎﺟ ﺎت اﻟ ﻰ.(The sum of completion time and maximum tardiness) ﻻﺳﺎﻟﺐ
.وﻗﺖ اﻋﺪاد ﺿﺮوري ﻟﻠﻤﺎﻛﻨﺔ ﻋﻨﺪ ﺟﺪوﻟﺔ اول ﻧﺘﺎج وﻋﻨﺪ ﺟﺪوﻟﺔ ﻧﺘﺎج ﻣﻦ ﻋﺎﺋﻠﺔ ﺗﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﻋﻦ ﻋﺎﺋﻠﺔ اﻟﻨﺘﺎج اﻟﺬي ﯾﺴﺒﻘﮫ
( اﻟﻤﻌﺮوﻓ ﺔ ﻟﺘﻄﺒﯿﻘﮭ ﺎ ﻋﻠ ﻰHeuristic Methods) ﻓﻲ ﺑﺤﺜﻨﺎ ھﺬا ﻗﻤﻨﺎ ﺑﺘﻄﻮﯾﺮ )ﺗﻌﺪﯾﻞ( واﺳ ﺘﺨﺪام ﺑﻌ ﺾ اﻟﻄ ﺮق اﻟﺘﻘﺮﯾﺒﯿ ﺔ
 ﻛﻤ ﺎ ﻗﻤﻨ ﺎ ﺑﺈﯾﺠ ﺎد طﺮﯾﻘ ﺔ ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺒﯿ ﺔ ﺟﺪﯾ ﺪة. وﻟﻘ ﺪ ﺗ ﻢ ﺗﻘﯿ ﯿﻢ ﻛﻔ ﺎءة ھ ﺬه اﻟﻄ ﺮق ﻋﻠ ﻰ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋ ﺔ ﻛﺒﯿ ﺮة ﻣ ﻦ ﻣﺴ ﺎﺋﻞ اﺧﺘﺒﺎرﯾ ﺔ.ﻣﺴ ﺄﻟﺘﻨﺎ
( وﻋﻨ ﺪ ﻣﻘﺎرﻧ ﺔ اﻟﻨﺘ ﺎﺋﺞCombining sub-batches heuristic method)
(CSHM)
.ﻟﮭﺬه اﻟﻄﺮﯾﻘﺔ ﻣﻊ اﻟﻄﺮق اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ وﺟﺪت اﻧﮭﺎ اﻻﻓﻀﻞ ﻣﻦ ﺣﯿﺚ اﻟﻜﻔﺎءة

ABSTRACT
Many sequencing problems have a combinational nature and they are very difficult to
solve to optimality within acceptable computation times. When a near optimal solution is
acceptable, it is appropriate to use heuristic methods. We consider the problem of scheduling
jobs on a single machine to minimize the multiple objective function, the sum of completion
time and maximum tardiness. The jobs partitioned into families, and a set-up time is necessary
for scheduling the first job and when there is a switch in processing jobs from one family to jobs
of another family. In this research we modify and apply some known heuristic methods on our
problem. We also propose a new heuristic method called combining sub-batches heuristic
method (CSHM) and the results obtained by this method are compared with the previous
methods, it seems that the performance of CSHM is the best.

INTRODUCTION
This study will be devoted to machine scheduling problems. In the single
machine model of a scheduling problem which contains group of jobs and with a
machine set-up times, is called scheduling problems with family set-up times. Most
of these problem are NP-hard and thus are difficult to solve to optimality. Various
scheduling problems in manufacturing and service organizations can be formulated
as single facility problems with job classes. For example, the scheduling of jobs for
a flexible manufacturing system that can produce several different types of product
on the same machine but which requires a set-up to rearrange or retool
workstations when there is a switch in product type (1).
Some of scheduling problems, specifically, scheduling problems with family
set-up time are quite difficult to optimize, so there is good reason to look for
heuristic procedures that will reliably produce good near optimal solutions and
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quickly. The disadvantage of the heuristic methods is that they do not guarantee
optimality and in some cases it may even be difficult to judge their effectiveness.
There are, however, some classes of problems which have resisted attempts to
design a satisfactory solution procedure: enumerative algorithms may be unable to
solve problems with more than a handful of jobs, and the solutions generated by
simple heuristic methods may be far from the optimum. Such problems can be
tackled by local search methods.
Therefore our main focus of attention is to develop heuristics which can
generate reasonably good quality solutions using limited computational resources.
However, several types of local search methods have developed: these include
simulated annealing, tabu search, descent method and genetic algorithms etc.
Gupta (1988) (2) proposes an SPT-based heuristic method for the problem with
sequence dependent set-up times and unit weights to minimize total completion
time. Another heuristic for the same problem is developed by Ahn and Hyun (3).
Crauwels et al. (1996) (4) used many kinds of local search methods to minimize
total number of late jobs. Also Crauwels et al. (1997) (5) tested a set of generic
local search to minimize total weighted completion time. An important heuristic is
simulated annealing is a method for obtaining good solutions to difficult
optimization problems. In a simulated annealing method, improving and neutral
moves are always accepted, while deteriorating moves are accepted according to a
given probabilistic acceptance function. Many papers are devoted to both the
theoretical and computational aspects of this approach, a review is provided by
Eglese in 1990(6). In this paper we modify and apply some known heuristic
mehods to solve a single machine scheduling problem in which N ={1,…,n} jobs
are partitioned into F families, each family f, 1  f  F contains nf jobs, and set-up
Sf (f = 1,…, F) is required whenever there is a switch in processing jobs from one
family to jobs of another family and for processing the first job in the schedule. We
assume that all the jobs i (i=1,…,nf) are available at time zero, and that each job
has a given processing time pif and due date dif. The objective is to find a schedule,
which minimize the multiple objective function, the total completion time and
maximum tardiness. We modify heuristic and local search procedures that are
enhance our ability to find good solutions quickly. Computational tests show how
well these procedures perform. Computationally, problem containing 20-25 jobs,
are within reach of optimization algorithm of (7), using modest amounts of
computer time. However, problems containing 30 jobs and more are impossible to
find optimal solution of (7) in reasonable amount of time. Such problem size
warrant the use if intelligent heuristics in order to find solutions.
Problem Formulation
The scheduling groups of jobs on a single machine problem can be described
as follows: we are given N jobs that are divided into F families. Each family f, for
1  f  F, contains nf jobs. We let pi f denote the processing time of job (I,f), and di f
is its due date. A machine set-up time St is incurred whenever a job in family f is
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processed immediately after a job in a different family. Also, a set-up time Sf is
required for processing the first job in the schedule.
Given a processing order of the jobs, completion time Ci f and tardiness
Ti f = max{Ci f  d i f ,0} of job (i,f) can be computed. Our object is to find a
i

sequence that minimizes the multiple objective function, the sum of completion
time and maximum tardiness(∑Сi+Тmax).
Basic Definitions and Properties
Definition (5)
It is convenient to regard a sequence S as a series of batches. A batch is
maximal consecutive subsequence of jobs in S from the same family (and any
preceding or succeeding job is from a different family). If there are r batches in S,
which are labeled B1,…, Br, then S = (B1, …, Br). Each batch Bk, for 1  k  r, can
be viewed as a single composite job with processing time Pk and weight Wk. If
batch Bk contains jobs (((j),f),…,((ℓ),f), then Pk and Wk are defined by
 ( )

Pk  Sf 



i  ( j)

 ( )

p i f , Wk 



Wi f , where 1  f  F.

i  ( j)

From these we also define the weight processing time ratio of batch Bk as
WPT(Bk )  Pk / Wk f
Definition (8)
A heuristic is a technique which
reasonable computational cost without
optimality, or even in many cases to
feasible solution is. This near optimal
bound UB in BAB procedure.

seek good
being able
state how
solution is

…(1)

(i.e. near optimal) solution at a
to guarantee either feasibility or
close to optimality a particular
used to provide an initial upper

Definition
Shortest weighted processing time (SWPT) rule, in which the job are
sequenced in non-decreasing order of processing time to weight ratios.
Property (1) (Monma and Potts (9))
SWPT property for jobs within a family: job (i,f) precedes another job (j,f) if
pif / wif  pjf / wjf.
Property (2) (Mason and Anderson (10))
SWPT property for batches: batch Bi precedes batch Bj if WPT (Bi) 
WPT (Bj).
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Heuristic Methods
In this section, we modify and apply some known heuristic methods. Our aim
is to develop methods which give a near optimal solution to minimize our multiple
objective function the sum of the completion time and maximum tardiness
(∑Сi+Тmax).
Tree Type Heuristic Method (TTHM) (11)
Tree type heuristic forms one category of local search algorithms. We apply
tree type heuristic by using a BAB procedure without backtracking. A BAB search
of an elimination tree may take a very long time. But suppose instead that we use a
forward branching and stop as soon as we reach a finally node representing a
feasible schedule. We might hope that this find a fairly good schedule.
Combining Sub-Batches Heuristic Method (CSHM)
A new heuristic method is formed by neighborhood search technique, can be
constructed as follows:
Step (1): Order the jobs in each family by SWPT property (property (1)).
Step (2): Construct a batch Bf for each family f, 1  f  F, if
i

(Sf   pk f ) /
k 1

i

W

kf

 Pi 1,f / Wi  1,f , then Bf contains the jobs (1,f) to

k 1

(i+1,f), (i=1,…,nf – 1). The remaining jobs (i,f), for i = 1,…,nf and f =
1,…,F (jobs are not in any batch Bf), will rpresent batches (single
batches) containing single job with processing time pif and weight wif.
Step (3): Order the batches by using (1) the weighted processing time (WPT) ratio
of batches Bi (i=1,…,r), where r is the number of batches,
 PB f
 W if Bi containing one or more than one job with set  up time,
 Bf
WPT(Bi )  
 Pi f if B containing a sin gle job with set  up time zero.
i
 Wi f


Suppose we obtained the schedule S = (B1,…,Br) where Bi (i=1,…,r) is a
batch. For this schedule compute UB =∑Сi+Тmax.
Step (4): To reduce the number of set-up, single batches are shifted forward or
backward to batches which belong to the same family see Fig. 1 for
example consider a schedule S of the form
S=(…,(i,f),…,(k,g),(i+1,f),…,(j – 1,f),(ℓ,h),…,(j,f),…)
if job (i,f) by itself forms a single batch, then this batch is shifted to the
position just before (i+1,f). This backward shift is attempted for all
batches with only one job, so that the SWPT property is satisfied. For the
remaining batches with one job, a forward shift is tried, for example, if
job (j,f) forms a batch, then this job is shifted to the position just after
(j – 1,f), so that the SWPT property still hold.
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Hence a new schedule S is obtained for each forward and backward shift and for
this new schedule, compute.
UB =∑Сi+Тmax.
If UB < UB, then set UB = UB.
Repeat step (4) for all single batches and construct S and compute UB, then
eventually UB is the minimum value for the combining sub-batches heuristic
method (CSHM).

Fig.-Combining sub-batches(i+1,f) and
(J,f)
Descent Method (DM)
This section describes one of many heuristic methods is the descent method
(DM) to give a near optimal solution to our multiple objective function (∑Сi+Тmax)
This DM is obtained as follows:
Step (1): To reduce the number of batches by setting up just once for each family,
using what is some times called the group Technology (GT) schedule. In
the GT schedule, each family is scheduled as a single batch, and each
n

 n
batch f has a ratio R f   Sf   p jf   Wi f , and then by applying
j1

 i 1
property (2) (SWPT property for batches) to schedule the batches. Hence
we get the sequence  = ((1), , (n)), for this sequence we calculate
the sum of completion time and maximum tardiness and suppose its
value UB is the current solution of DM, i.e. UB =∑Сi+Тmax.
Step (2): Then in order to improve the sequence , one job (i)  g, (i=1,…,n), is
temporarily shifted in position after the last job in each family f  g, so
that the processing time of the shifted job is less than or equal to the
f
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processing time of last job of the family f and its due date (of the shifted
job) is less than the due date of the last job of the family f.
Hence a new schedule  is obtained, for this new schedule compute
UB1=∑Сi+Тmax.
Step (3): If   0, where  = UB1 – UB then set UB = UB1, i.e. if an improvement
is made then job (i) is left in its new position. On the other hand, no
improvement can be made, the job (i) is replaced in its original
position.
Step (4): Repeat step (2) from the beginning (i.e. i = 1) and other possibilities are
considered in a similar way. The DM terminates when all possibilities
(i = 1, …, n –1) are considered without making any improvement. Fig. 2
describes the descent algorithm in pseudo-code.
Descent algorithm (6)
Select an initial solution i  S;
Repeat
Generate solution j, a neighbour of I;
Calculate  = f(j) – f(i);
If   0 then i : = j;
until f(j)  f(i) for all j in the neighbourhood of i;
Fig 2 Descent algorithm in pseudo-code
It is clear that in descent method for each move that is accepted, there is a
strict improvement in the objective value. Hence the search continues until no
neighbour provides an improved objective function value, in which case the
current solution UB is a local optimum.
Simulated Annealing Method (SAM)
In this section, the SA method can be constructed for our problem as follows:
Step (1): Using step (1) in DM to obtain a current solution (UB) and a sequence
 = ((1), , (n)).
Step (2): Then in order to improve the sequence , one job (i)  g, (i=1,…,n), is
temporarily shifted in position after the last job in each family f  g.
Hence a new schedule  is obtained, for this new schedule compute
UB1 =∑Сi+Тmax.
Step (3): If   0, where  = UB1 – UB then set UB = UB1, i.e. if an improvement
is made then job (i) is left in its new position. More precisely,  is
accepted with probability e -  / T if  > 0, where T is a parameter called
the temperature which changes during the course of the algorithm.
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The scheme of SAM (12), a single iteration is performed at each of k
temperatures T1, …, Tk, which are related by
Ti + 1 = Ti / (1+ Ti), i = 1, …, k – 1, k = n (F – 1 ),
where  is a constant, which is expressed in terms of T1 by
 = (T1 – 1) / ( I T  T1),
I T = n, T1 = 10
where I T is the number of iterations.
Step (4): Repeat step (2) from the beginning (i.e. i = 1) and other possibilities are
considered in a similar way. The SAM terminates when all possibilities
(i = 1, …, n –1) are considered and k iterations are performed. Fig. 3
describes the SAM algorithm in pseudo-code.
Simulated Annealing algorithm (6)
Select an initial solution ;
Select an initial control parameter T > 0;
While not yet frozen do the following
Perform the following loop F times
Pick a random neighbour  of .
Let  = cost() – cost();
If   0 (down hill move).
then set : = ;
If  > 0 (uphill move)
Set : =  with probability exp (-  / T);
Tk + 1 = Tk / (1+ Tk) (reduce control parameter).
Return .
Fig 3 Simulated Annealing in pseudo-code
Computational Experience
The methods were coded in Pascal (Ver.7) and running them on a Pentium II
at 300 MHZ, Ram 64MB computer.
Test Problems
In these experiments the test problems with 20,25,30,40, and 50 jobs, and
with 4,6,8, and 10 families, these problems were generated as follows: for each job
i pi were generated from (1,10), due date di was generated as let P =  p i select
i

a1, a2 from the set {0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0} and a1 < a2 then di  [a1P, a2P], for each job
i, 2 problems were generated for each of the 10 pairs of the value of a1 and a2  20
test problems for each n and set-up time. Medium (M) set-up time in the test
problems were randomly generated integers from uniform distribution defined on
(1,10). Having generated an instance with medium set-up times Sf(f = 1,…,F),
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corresponding instance with small (S) set-up times [Sf / 2] and large set-up times
2Sf were constructed. For each combination of n, F and set-up times, two test
problems were generated for each of the contributions of a1 and a2. 20 test
problems were created with small, medium and large set-up times.
Initial Solution
Suppose that set-up times are quite, it makes sense to sequence the jobs so
that the jobs in each family are produced in a single batch. Hence we constrain the
schedule to have one batch for each family. THIS CALLED Group Technology
(GT) assumption.
Any sequence that satisfies both the SWPT property for jobs within a family
(batch) and the SWPT property for batches can be used as an initial solution for
descent method (DM) and simulated annealing method (SAM). Also we used the
batches as defined in (1) and the SWPT property for these batches can be used to
get an initial solution for combining sub-batches heuristic method (CSHM). Lastly
the initial solution for the type heuristic method (TTHM) is obtained by using the
minimum of the above initial solutions.
If such constructive methods can produce initial solutions of sufficiently high
quality, then the need for local search methods, with their heavier computational
requirements, is reduced.

Comparison Between the Optimal solution and the Solution of Combining
Sub-Batches Heuristic Method (CSHM)
The results are given in table (1). The first 20 test problems on n = 20, F = 4
and set-up time is medium while the other 20 test problems on n = 25, F = 4 and
set-up time is small and the last 20 test problems on n = 30, F = 6 and set-up time
is large. Also, table (1) indicates that 13 problem out of the 45 problem (which
have optimal solution) have a CSHM value equal to the optimal value, which are
market with star (*). The maximum deviation of the above 60 problem solution is
62, for a test problem which belong to small set-up time class which is the hardest
class. Also, table (1) shows that the maximum deviations for the medium and large
set-up times are 37 and 21 respectively. It is also clear from table (1) that 19
problem have a deviation less than or equal to 3 for the 45 problem which have
optimal solution out of the 60 test problems. Hence it is clear that from table (1)
(CSHM) gives a good near optimal solution for a very difficult scheduling
problem.
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Table -1: Comparison of Values Obtained by BAB Method and the
Combining Sub-Batches Heuristic Method (CSHM)
Number Optimal CSHM Deviation Number Optimal CSHM Deviation
1
1170
1172
2
31
2158**
2182
2
1091
1095
4
32
1931**
1914
3
1053
1058
5
33
1434**
1902
4
1448
1461
13
34
1093
1097
4
5
1276
1278
2
35
1575
1592
17
6
1058
1061
3
36
1470**
1480
7
1242
1263
21
37
2066**
2114
8
1136
1137
1
38
1338**
1332
9
1275
1275*
0
39
1579**
1485
10
1122
1122*
0
40
1153
1155
2
11
1033
1038
5
41
2813
2813*
0
12
964
964*
0
42
3483
3490
7
13
922
922*
0
43
2756
2756*
0
14
1278
1278*
0
44
2296
2296*
0
15
1075
1078
12
45
2498
2506
8
16
1038
1066
28
46
2409
2418
9
17
1103
1140
37
47
2332
2340
8
18
1165
1174
9
48
3158**
3164
19
1307
1316
9
49
2894
2894*
0
20
1062
1065
3
50
2752**
2757
21
1287
1294
7
51
3834
3844
10
22
1950
2012
62
52
3790
3795
5
23
1250
1250*
0
53
3144**
3159
24
1122
1122*
0
54
2385**
2385
25
1210**
1245
55
3145
3145*
0
26
1215**
1260
56
2686
2707
21
27
1100
1117
17
57
3672
3688
16
28
1497**
1525
58
2904
2908
4
29
1441
1448
7
59
2841**
2846
30
1328
1339
11
60
2820
2820*
0
* : Indicates that the problem has an optimal solution equal to the combining subbatches value.
** : A lower bound on the optimal because of unsolved problem.
CSHM: Combining sub-batches heuristic method.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we report on computational experience with different heuristic
methods. For the methods (tree type heuristic method (TTHM), combining sub50
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batches heuristic method (CSHM), descent method (DM) and simulated annealing
method (SAM), were described in previous sections respectively.

Sf

n

20

25

L 30

40

50

F
4
6
8
10
4
6
8
10
4
6
8
10
4
6
8
10
4
6
8
10

Table -2: Comparative Computational Results
TTHM
CSHM
DM
SAM
NO MD ACT NO MD ACT NO MD ACT NO MD ACT
13
4
0.40
6
27 0.25 9
15 0.25 9
15 0.25
6
23
0.40
6
15 0.30 2 139 0.25 2 139 0.25
9
32
0.30
6
10 0.30 0 119 0.25 0 108 0.55
10 10
0.40
7
16 0.30 7
19 1.70 7
19 0.55
7
75 26.00
3
28 0.30 4 107 0.25 5 107 0.30
4
65
3.95
2
33 0.30 3
74 0.30 4
71 0.55
8
59
4.95
6
20 0.25 4 113 0.25 4
41 0.55
3 103 1.55
4
25 0.30 0 336 0.30 0 336 0.80
1 165 39.47
4
77 0.25 1 154 0.30 1 128 0.55
7
43 25.43
6
16 0.25 7
63 0.25 7 843 0.55
5
82 12.66
3
23 0.30 0 122 0.30 0 103 6.80
8
41
9.69
5
45 0.25 6
45 0.30 6
45 0.85
1 274 166.20 15 57 0.55 1 292 0.55 4 308 0.55
0
51 18.05 13 152 0.55 2 305 0.55 8 242 0.80
5 125 166.70 9 127 0.55 6 127 0.55 11 58 1.10
5 130 17.05
1 138 0.55 10 138 0.55 15 80 1.10
*
*
*
14 80 0.55 4 684 0.55 5 666 0.85
*
*
*
17 87 0.55 2 373 0.55 1 286 1.10
*
*
*
15 124 0.15 2 383 0.80 5 383 1.35
*
*
*
5 223 0.30 8 223 0.80 15 125 1.60

Sf : Set-up times.
n : Number of job.
F : Number of families.
L : Large set-up times.
NO : The number of times out of 20 that an optimal solution (or best solution) is
found.
MD : The maximum relative deviation.
ACT : The average computation time in seconds.
TTHM : Tree type heuristic method.
CSHM : Combining sub-batches heuristic method.
DM : Descent Method.
SAM : Simulated annealing method.
* : The branch and bound algorithm can not deal with 50 job problems.
The results in table (2) show that it is not easy to indicate which method is
best. The difference between the methods is quite small. Generally, it can be
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concluded from table (2) that the combining sub-batches heuristic method (CSHM)
of all heuristic method performs very well. The CSHM has best NO and MD
values for the most test problem. Also it is clear from table (2) that the CSHM is
more effective than TTHM, MD and SAM especially for the large problem
instances. SAM has the best NO value with respect to TTHM and DM especially
for the large problem instances. As indicated in table (2) the CSHM get better
results for an ACT value for all n = 50.
We can conclude:
In this paper, we have developed exact and approximate solution approaches
for a fundamental batching and sequencing model involving family set-up times
and job due dates to minimize a multiple objective function.
Since our problem is NP-hard and it depends first on the problem size, as
measured by the number of families and the number of jobs per family, and
secondly on the set-up time and the relative due date range.
This paper repot on the results of extensive computational tests for the
following developed methods: Tree type heuristic (TTH), combining sub-batches
heuristic (CSH), descent method (DM) and simulated annealing (SA). The main
conclusion to be drawn from our comparison of computational results is that
CSHM is more effective than TTHM, DM and SA especially for the large problem
instances. The new combining sub-batches heuristic method proposed here has
been shown to perform well when tested against three alternative heuristics.
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